
(i) On the national level, wheat and rice are procured in the ratio of 45 : 55. The
subsidy burden under NFSA has also been calculated on this ratio.

(ii) The presentj traditional ratio of wheat and rice allocation to StatesjUTs will be
maintained in normal NFSA (i.e. AAY and Priority category).

(iii) As per the existing policy, NE States will be allocated 100% rice in the AAY and
priority categories i.e. normal NFSA allocation. Allocation under tide over
category will be made subject to stock position of wheat and rice in the Central
Pool and impact on food subsidy.

(iv) While considering the requests of the StatesjUTs to change the wheat:rice ratio,
the food habits of the StatesjUTs will be taken into consideration.

(v) The States, which annually procure more wheat or rice than their present
annual entitlementj demand for wheat and rice respectively, will be allocated
the preferred foodgrain as per their requirement in the normal NFSA allocation
i.e. AAY and Priority category. The allocation in the tide over category will be
the discretion of the Department and subject to availability of food grains in the
Central Pool, impact on food subsidy and also the conditions mentioned in
point (i) and (ii) above.

(vi) TheStates, which annually procure less wheat or rice than their present annual
entitlementj demand for wheat and rice respectively, will be allocated their
preferred foodgrain only if their average last 3 years procurement is more than
their average 6 years procurement from KMS 2010-11 to KMS 2015-16. The
increase in foodgrain may be restricted to 75% of the increase of average last 3
years procurement over their average 6 years procurement (from KMS 2010-11
to KMS 2015-16).

(vii) In case of the non-procuring StatesjUTs, their traditional mix will be
maintained i.e. wheat rice ratio may be maintained based on the wheat rice
ratio existing in the erstwhile normal TPDS + additional APL. Any request for
increase of a preferred foodgrain by the non-procuring StatejUT will be subject
to the condition as specified in point (vi) above.

(viii) However, if a request is received from a StatejUT Government for revision of
foodgrain allocation so that it is not an inconvenient fraction of a kilogram and
convert it to the nearest whole number in kilograms, then in such a case it will
be considered and revision will be carried out to make it to the nearest 500
grams i.e. if request is to change wheat or rice from 1.86 kg, it will be changed
to 2 kg whereas if the request is to change it from 1.70 kg, it will be changed to
1.5 kg.

(ix) The above policy is subject to overall availability of wheat and rice in the
Central Pool.


